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1.3.8 Quantum Thermodynamics: from Quantum Thermal Machines to 
Quantum Batteries 
 
Quantum thermodynamics [1,2] has emerged both as a field of fundamental interest, and as a 
potential candidate to improve the performance of thermal machines. Our activities span from 
theoretical characterization of the thermodynamics processes at the quantum level, to the 
development of control techniques to improve the performance of thermal processes (thermalization, 
cooling, etc), to the analysis of nanodevices for the storage of energy (quantum-battery models). 

 
In Ref. [3] two different models of optomechanical systems where a temperature 
gradient between two radiation baths is exploited for inducing self-sustained 
coherent oscillations of a mechanical resonator was studied. Viewed from a 
thermodynamic perspective, such systems represent quantum instances of self-
contained thermal machines converting heat into a periodic mechanical motion 
and thus they can be interpreted as nano-scale analogues of macroscopic piston 
engines. Our models are potentially suitable for testing fundamental aspects of 
quantum thermodynamics in the laboratory and for applications in energy 
efficient nanotechnology.  
 
In Ref. [6] we studied the dynamics of heat flux in the thermalization process of a 
pair of identical quantum system that interact dissipatively with a reservoir in a 
cascaded fashion. Despite the open dynamics of the bipartite system is globally 
Lindbladian, one of the subsystems "sees" the reservoir in a state modified by the 
interaction with the other subsystem and hence it undergoes a non-Markovian 
dynamics. 
 
The use of quantum control techniques to improve the performances of thermal 
machines has been studied in a series of papers. Specifically, in Ref. [4] we 
consider the problem of time optimal control of a continuous bosonic quantum 
system subject to the action of a Markovian dissipation. In Ref. [7] optimal control 
strategies were analyzed to optimize the relaxation rate towards the fixed point of 
a quantum system in the presence of a non-Markovian dissipative bath. Contrary 
to naive expectations that suggest that memory effects might be exploited to 
improve optimal control effectiveness, non-Markovian effects influence the 
optimal strategy in a non-trivial way: we presented a necessary condition to be 
satisfied so that the effectiveness of optimal control is enhanced by non-
Markovianity subject to suitable unitary controls. For illustration, we specialize 
our findings for the case of the dynamics of single qubit amplitude damping 
channels. The optimal control strategy presented here can be used to implement 
optimal cooling processes in quantum technologies and may have implications in 
quantum thermodynamics when assessing the efficiency of thermal micro-
machines. In Ref. [11] an optimal process for probabilistic work extraction beyond 
the second law was introduced and in Ref. [12] an experimental verification of the 
scheme was produced with single-electron devices. In Ref. [20] we studied how to 
achieve the ultimate power in the simplest, yet non-trivial, model of a thermal 
machine, namely a two-level quantum system coupled to two thermal baths. 
Without making any prior assumption on the protocol, via optimal control we 
show that, regardless of the microscopic details and of the operating mode of the 
thermal machine, the maximum power is universally achieved by a fast Otto-cycle 
like structure in which the controls are rapidly switched between two extremal 
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values. A closed formula for the maximum power is derived, and finite-speed 
effects are discussed. We also analyzed the associated efficiency at maximum 
power (EMP) showing that, contrary to universal results derived in the slow-
driving regime, it can approach Carnot's efficiency, no other universal bounds 
being allowed. In Ref. [21] non-Markovian effect on the efficiency of thermal 
machines were analyzed.  
 
In Refs. [13] we developed a perturbation theory of quantum (and classical) 
master equations with slowly varying parameters, applicable to systems which 
are externally controlled on a time scale much longer than their characteristic 
relaxation time. This technique was used to study finite-time isothermal processes 
in which, differently from quasi-static transformations, the state of the system is 
not able to continuously relax to the equilibrium ensemble. Within first order in 
the perturbation expansion, we identify a general formula for the efficiency at 
maximum power of a finite-time Carnot engine. We also clarify under which 
assumptions and in which limit one can recover previous phenomenological 
results as, for example, the Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency. In Ref. [14] instead we 
applied advanced methods of control theory to open quantum systems and we 
determine finite-time processes which are optimal with respect to 
thermodynamic performances. General properties and necessary conditions 
characterizing optimal drivings were derived, obtaining bang-bang type solutions 
corresponding to control strategies switching between adiabatic and isothermal 
transformations. A direct application of these results is the maximization of the 
work produced by a generic quantum heat engine, where we show that the 
maximum power is directly linked to a particular conserved quantity naturally 
emerging from the control problem. Finally, we used our general approach to the 
specific case of a two level system, which can be put in contact with two different 
baths at fixed temperatures, identifying the processes which minimize heat 
dissipation. Moreover, we explicitly solved the optimization problem for a cyclic 
two-level heat engine driven beyond the linear-response regime, determining the 
corresponding optimal cycle, the maximum power, and the efficiency at maximum 
power. In Ref. [14] we generalize the previous approach to derive a variational 
approach to optimal control that can be applied to coherently driven, open 
quantum dynamical systems.  
 
In Ref. [5] we studied the thermopower of a three-terminal setup composed of a 
quantum dot attached to three electrodes, one of which is a topological 
superconductor. We compared the results for s-wave (trivial) and p-wave 
(topological) superconductors and observed that for small temperatures the 
thermopower has different sign in the two cases. This behavior is strongly 
dependent on temperature and we estimate an energy scale that controls the sign 
in the p-wave case, which results proportional to the square root of the gap and 
the coupling to superconductor. In Ref. [8] instead we introduce and analyze a 
class of multi-terminal devices where (electronic) heat and charge currents can 
follow different paths. We demonstrated that this regime allows to control 
independently heat and charge flows and to greatly enhance thermoelectric 
performances at low temperatures. We analyzed in details a three-terminal setup 
involving a superconducting lead, a normal lead and a voltage probe, showing that 
in the regime of heat-charge current separation both the power factor and the 
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figure of merit ZT are highly increased with respect to a standard two-terminal 
system. Building up from these effects a magnetic thermal switch for heat 
management at the nanoscale was then presented in Ref. [9], see Fig. 1.  
 

 
The Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH), quantum-quenched systems 
equilibrate towards canonical, thermal ensembles. While at first glance the ETH 
might seem a very strong hypothesis in Ref. [10] we showed that it is indeed not 
only sufficient but also necessary for thermalization. More specifically, we 
considered systems coupled to baths with well-defined macroscopic temperature 
and show that whenever all product states thermalize then the ETH must hold. 
Our result definitively settles the question of determining whether a quantum 
system has a thermal behavior, reducing it to checking whether its Hamiltonian 
satisfies the ETH. 
 
In Ref. [15] we presented geometrical bounds for the irreversibility of open 
quantum system in the presence of thermal bath. Entropy production and 
thermalization effects were discuss in Ref. [16] while in Ref. [22] we consider 
control through instantaneous Gaussian unitary operations on the ubiquitous 
lossy channel, and find locally optimal conditions for the cooling and heating of a 
multimode Gaussian state subject to losses and possibly thermal noise. 
 
In Ref. [17] we investigated a quantum battery made of N two-level systems, which 
is charged by an optical mode via an energy-conserving interaction. We quantified 
the fraction E(N) of energy stored in the battery that can be extracted in order to 
perform thermodynamic work demonstrating that E(N) is highly reduced by the 
presence of correlations between the charger and the battery or between the two-
level systems composing the battery. We then showed that the correlation-
induced suppression of extractable energy, however, can be mitigated by 
preparing the charger in a coherent optical state. We concluded by proving that 
the charger-battery system is asymptotically free of such locking correlations in 
the limit of large N. In Ref. [18] the energy charging of a quantum battery was 
analyzed in an open quantum setting, where the interaction between the battery 
element and the external power source is mediated by an ancilla system (the 
quantum charger) that acts as a controllable switch – see Fig. 2. In Ref. [19] a 
comparison between quantum and classical battery models was proposed.  
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A . H eat cur r ent mul t ip l ier

In general, we may design a system in which the heat
current in the k-th terminal becomes a fract ion or a
mult iple of the original value when the magnet ic field
is reversed, which corresponds to having a diagonal ma-

t rix x
( t arget )

kk 0 = δkk 0xk in Eq. (3): J
Q
k (−B ) = xk J

Q
k (B ).

Specifying a value for xk makes the system operate
as a Boolean heat current multiplier in which the two
(Boolean) configurat ions correspond to an upward or a
downward magnet ic field. A illust rat ion of such an oper-
at ion for a three-terminal device is shown in Fig. 1(a).

1. On/ o↵ switch

Let us consider the specific case of a heat current
mult iplier in which xk = 0: The device behaves as
an on/ o↵ switch for the k-th terminal, which means

J
Q
k (−B ) = J

Q ( r )

k (−B ) + J
Q ( i )

k (−B ) = 0, whereas

J
Q
k (B ) = J

Q ( r )

k (B ) + J
Q ( i )

k (B ) 6= 0. It is then clear that

J
Q ( i )

k (B ) and J
Q ( r )

k (B ) have the same magnitude and the
same sign and add up giving a finite current , whereas the
two terms cancel out upon magnet ic field reversal, result -
ing in a vanishing heat current . This principle could be
used, for instance, to implement a n-terminal selector for
the heat path in which an upward magnet ic field allows
the flow of heat through l channels while blocking it into
the remaining (n − l) ones, and vice-versa by reversing
B ! −B . A schemat ic of such an operat ion for a three-
terminal device is shown in Fig. 1(b).

2. Ful ly reversible heat

Another interest ing configurat ion is obtained by set -
t ing xk = − 1 in which case the heat current is ful ly re-

versible41 (J
Q ( i )

k = 0). As an applicat ion, one could con-
ceive a device in which the heat currents flowing through
some (or all) the channels simultaneously flip their sign
upon reversing the magnet ic field. This, among other
things, would o↵er the possibility of switching from a
“ refrigerator” mode for a specific reservoir to a “ thermal
engine” one by simply using the external magnet ic field,
without needing to modify the gradients in the reservoirs.
A schemat ic of such an operat ion for a three-terminal
device is shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that , by analogous
considerat ions, xk = 1 corresponds to the case of ful ly
irreversible heat currents, which is however much less in-
terest ing because in this situat ion reversing the magnet ic
field has no e↵ect .

B . H eat cur r ent swap

The matrix x
( t arget )

kk 0 which defines our target (3) does
not need to be diagonal. For instance let us con-

sider the case where x
( t arget )

kk 0 = x
( t arget )

k 0k = 1 and

x
( t arget )

kk = x
( t arget )

k 0k 0 = 0, which implements a heat cur-
rent swap between reservoirs k and k0. This configura-
t ion couples heat currents flowing from di↵erent termi-
nals, whereas in the previous ones the condit ions were
imposed on each single reservoir independent ly. Such a

choice for x
( t arget )

kk 0 results in having J
Q
k (B ) = J

Q
k 0(−B )

and J
Q
k 0(B ) = J

Q
k (−B ), i.e., the two heat currents are

swapped by reversing the magnet ic field, as pictorially
shown in Fig. 1(d) for a three-terminal case. Besides, we
not ice that in this situat ion the reversibleand irreversible
components of the heat currents sat isfy the condit ions:

J
Q ( i )

k = J
Q ( i )

k 0 and J
Q ( r )

k = − J
Q ( r )

k 0 .

I t is worth st ressing that in a generic mult i-terminal
setup di↵erent working condit ions can co-exist : For in-
stance, some channels can be configured as heat cur-
rent selectors, whereas others may operate as mult ipliers,
make heat reversal or swap.
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FIG. 1. Examples of operat ional principles for a three-

terminal magnet ic thermal switch. The di↵erent panels illus-
t rate the heat -current (a) mult iplier, (b) selector, (c) reversal
and (d) swap configurat ions, respect ively. The working oper-

at ion is selected by choosing either + B or − B . Solid[dashed]
lines correspond to J Q (+ B )[J Q (− B )], whereas black(red)

lines refer to currents flowing from terminal 1(2). Not ice that
in panel (a) lines of di↵erent thicknesses have been used to

emphasize the increase/ decrease of the heat currents magni-
tude before and after the magnet ic field reversal.

I I I . SI M P L E M OD EL

In order to illust rate the e↵ects discussed in the pre-
vious sect ion, we study a simple noninteract ing model
consist ing of a three-terminal interferometer sketched
in Fig. 2. We assume for simplicity low temperatures,
so that elect rons are the only heat carriers. Under
these condit ions, the elect ronic t ransport through the
device is coherent , which allows us to follow a scat ter-
ing approach42. The system consists of an interference
loop, for example, made by two clean wires and con-

Figure 1. Schematic of the operational 
principle of the magnetic thermal 
switch discussed in Ref. [9] – figure 
taken from such article. 1,2, and 3, 
represent the contact of the models, 
while the arrows the heat currents 
that can be activated by properly 
changing the external magnetic field.  
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The energy charging of a quantum bat tery is analyzed in an open quantum set t ing, where the

interact ion between the bat tery element and the external power source is mediated by an ancilla
system (the quantum charger) that acts as a cont rollable switch. Di↵erent implementat ions are

analyzed put t ing emphasis on the interplay between coherent energy pumping mechanisms and
thermalizat ion.

I . I N T R OD U C T I ON

A bat tery is a physical system that is capable to store
energy supplied by an external source, making it available
to other devices. Its performance is characterized by sev-
eral figures of merit gauging the amount of energy it can
store and/ or deliver as a funct ion of its mass/ volume and
how these quant it ies vary over t ime. Mot ivated by the
constant progress of miniaturizat ion of electronic devices
and st imulated by the success obtained in other sectors
by adopt ing analogous approaches1,2, increasing interest
has been recent ly devoted to analyze the performances of
“ quantum bat teries” , i.e. energy storing systems which,
at least in principle, could exploit genuine quantum ef-
fects to obtain improved performances with respect to
convent ional (say classical) schemes3–10 .

The core of this idea ult imately relies on the possibility
of achieving superior performances in the manipulat ion
of energy by cleverly exploit ing quantum resources11–17.
Start ing from the seminal, but abst ract works of Refs. 3–
6, concrete implementat ions of quantum bat teries have
been proposed7,8. At the same t ime, more sophist i-
cated modelizat ions of the charging process have been
presented9,10 which put emphasis on the problems that
could arise at the interface between a quantum bat tery B
and its external energy supply A, the “ quantum charger”
(also modelled as a quantum system). In part icular, in
Ref. 10 it was pointed out that quantum correlat ions be-
tween B and A, while possibly playing an important role
in speeding up the charging of the bat tery, could result
in a net det rimental e↵ect by reducing the amount of en-
ergy that one could t ransform in useful work once having
access to B alone (a reasonable scenario in any relevant
pract ical applicat ions). Building up from these observa-
t ions, in the present work we introduce a further general-
izat ion of the quantum bat tery/ quantum charger model
by explicit ly embedding the whole system into an exter-
nal environment E whoseact ion ise↵ect ively described in
terms of a master equat ion18. Accordingly, and at vari-
ance with previous proposals7,9,10 , in our approach the
energy meant to be t ransferred to the quantum bat tery
is not assumed to sit init ially on the charger A. Instead,
it is dynamically injected into the system thanks to the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Pictorial representat ion of the model
analyzed in this work. Here, energy from the external world

E flows into the ancillary system A, which acts as a classical-
to-quantum t ransducer for B (the quantum bat tery). The
subsystems A and B interact via a t ime-dependent coupling,

which is switched on during the charging interval [0, ⌧] only.
In our model, the EA coupling may either occur via the in-

teract ion with a thermal source (represented by the yellow
lamp), or coherent ly via the modulat ion of the local Hamil-

tonian of A (represented by the green laser), or both.

presence of E, either via thermalizat ion or via coherent
driving induced by external cont rol, the ancilla A merely
playing the role of an e↵ect ive transducer capable to con-
vert such inherent ly classical inputs into “ quantum sig-
nals” for B. In this context , for di↵erent implementat ions
of the A and B systems, we explicit ly compute the total
energy transferred to the bat tery and, using the results
of Refs. 10 and 19, the fract ion of it that turns out to
be useful in terms of ext ractable work. Specifically, we
are interested in studying the di↵erent ways in which the
thermal and coherent driving mechanisms cont ribute to
theprocess, enlightening possiblecross-talking e↵ects be-
tween the two. Interest ingly enough, while typically the
presence of thermal pumping tends to reduce the fract ion
of stored energy which can be extracted as work, in some
implementat ions which exhibit e↵ect ive nonlinearit ies in
the coupling between A and B, we find evidences of a
posit ive interplay which, for an assigned intensity of the
coherent driving force, tends to increasetheperformances
of the quantum bat tery, an e↵ect which is reminding us
of the noise assisted energy t ransfer observed in quantum
biology20,21 .

Our Art icle is organized as following. In Sect . I I we
int roduce the general model and the figures of merit we
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Figure 2. Schematic of the charger-
mediated energy transfer model for 
quantum battery discussed in Ref. [18]-
figure taken from the article. Here B is 
the battery, A the charger, and E the 
external energy source. 


